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Abstract 
This :report contains the necessary preparations for a proof of the 
addition formula for Jacobi polynomials, Let Q2q_ be the unit sphere in 
a complex vector space Cq_ with hermitian inner product and with unitary 
group U(q_), then Q2q_ is a homogeneous space U(q_)/U(q_-1 ). The class 
harm(m,n) of surface harmonics of type(m,n) on Q2q_, introduced by 
Ikeda is invariant and irreducible under U(q_). Here, new proofs, based 
on orthogonality, are given for certain properties of these surface 
harmonics. Especially, it is proved that a zonal surface harmonic of 
type(m,n) eq_uals 
canst. ei(m-n)<ji (cos 8) lm-nl P(q_-2 , lm-nl (cos 28) 
min(m,n) 
for a suitable choice of coordinates in Q2q_. The explicit expression 
of the kernel function for harm(m,n) gives the first stage of the 
addition theorem. Finally, a Laplace type integral representation and 
a product formula are derived for the zonal surface harmonics. 

1. Introduction 
This report is the second one in a series of papers 
dealing with the addition formula for Jacobi polynomials. In the first 
paper [11] the main results were announced. The present paper contains 
the necessary preparations for the proof of the addition formula. 
Furthermore, a Laplace type integral representation and a product 
formula are derived for the spherical functions on a certain homogeneous 
space. These results include the formulas (1) and (2) in [11] for Jacobi 
polynomials P(a,O\x). In a third paper [12] the proof of the addition 
n 
formula will be completely settled. 
In the classical theory of spherical harmonics functions are 
studied on the unit sphere in a real vector space, where the rotation 
group acts as a symmetry group. In a similar way, one can study func-
tions on the unit sphere in a complex vector space with Hermitian inner 
product, where the group of unitary transformations acts as a symmetry 
group. Thi :s approach is due to Ikeda [8 J . 
Let Cq be a complex vector space with unit sphere r2 2q and with 
group of unitary transformations U(q). Then, the subgroup of unitary 
transformations which leave one point of r2 2q fixed is U(q-1) and the 
sphere r2 2q can be identified with the homogeneous space U(q)/U(q-1 ). 
Functions on r2 2q invariant·under U(q-1) are called zonal functions. It 
turns out that there exists an orthogonal decomposition for the function 
space 1 2(r2,;) ) into certain subspaces harm(m,n) (m,n integers .:::_ 0), 
,_q 
which are invariant and irreducible under U(q). The functions 
in harm(m,n) are called surface harmonics of type(m,n). The zonal 
functions in harm(m,n) are: 
( 1. 1 ) qi(e,cp) = canst. ei(m-n)cp (cos e)lm-nl P(~-2 ,lm-nl)(cos 28). 
min(m,n) · 
For this formula a suitable coordinate system of r22q is chosen, In 
another terminology (cf. Helgason [7], p. 398) these functions are 
called the spherical functions on the homogeneous space U(q)/U(q-1). 
Functions on r2 2 which are invariant under the unitary transforma-
. q 
tions T = eicp I can also be considered as functions defined on the 
2 
• 
complex projective space SU(q)/U(q-1). Functions belonging to harm(n,n) 
satisfy this property and the only zonal surface harmonics of this 
type are 
( 1.2) ~(e) = const. P(q-2 ,o)(cos 29). 
n 
Surface harmonics on a complex projective space have been studied by 
Cartan ([2] and [3]). It is of interest to remark that the complex 
projective space SU(q)/U(q-1) is a symmetric space (cf. Helgason [7]) 
in contrast with the sphere U(q)/U(q-1). Anyhow, we need the larger 
space U(q)/U(q-1) in order to obtain the full addition formula for 
Jacobi polynomials. 
If in formula (1.1) x = cos e cos$ and y = cos e sin$ is taken 
then the functions~ form an interesting class of orthogonal polynomials 
in the two variables x and y. In the case q = 2 these polynomials were 
noticed.by Zernike and Brinkman [16], but the case of general q seems 
to be unnoticed until now. The product formula which is obtained for 
these polynomials in the present paper leads to a convolution structure 
generalizing the convolution structure for Jacobi series (cf. Gasper 
[6]). This convolution structure will be examined in a subsequent paper. 
The methods and results in this and the following paper all have 
their analogues for classical spherical harmonics (cf, Erd~lyi [5], 
Ch. 11, Muller [13] and Vilenkin [15], Ch, 9), The fundamental concepts 
in this paper are taken from Ikeda [8]. Some of the results in sections 
2 and 3 were obtained earlier by Ikeda [8], Ikeda and Kayama [9] and 
Ikeda and Seto [10]. However, we preferred to make this paper rather 
self-contained for two reasons. Firstly, the publications [8] and [9] 
are rather unknown and difficult to obtain in this area of the world, 
Secondly, most of our proofs use orthogonality properties, while Ikeda 
obtains his results by solving certain differential equations. In our 
opinion, orthogonality methods are more elegant in the case of a com-
pact space. 
In section 2 of this report the fundamental concepts are presented 
and it is established that the spaces harm(m,n) are orthogonal to each 
other. In section 3 it is proved that the zonal functions in harm(m,n) 
3 
are given by (1.1) and the addition formula is derived for an arbitrary 
orthonormal base of harm(m,n). The irreducibility and completeness of 
the spaces harm(m,n) are proved by using this addition formula. Section 4 
deals with the Laplace type integral representation and product formula 
for the functions given in (1.1). The methods of proof are similar to 
those in Braaksma and Meulenbeld [1] and Dijksma and Koornwinder [4], 
respectively. 
In the next report [12] of this series of papers a canonical 
orthonormal base for the space harm(m,n) will be constructed and, by 
using this base, the addition formula given in section 3 of this report 
will be specified. By a simple argument the addition formula for general 
P(a,S) is then obtained and the product formula and Laplace type formula 
n -
in the general case follow easily from this result (formulas (3), (2) 
and (1) in [11]). 
Recently, R. Askey communicated to the author that a certain 
identity for Jacobi polynomials can be proved from (1) and (2) in [11]. 
By inverting Askey's argument the author was able to obtain the product 
formula (2) from the Laplace type formula (1). Earlier, Askey had al-
ready pointed out that (1) can be proved in an elementary way. Finally, 
the author derived the addition formula (3) from (2) and G. Gasper 
found formula (3) by another elementary approach. These elementary 
proofs of (1), (2) and (3); in which no group theoretical methods are 
used, will appear in several publications by Askey, Koornwinder and 
Gasper, respectively. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this section the definition is given of surface harmonics on 
the unit sphere in a complex vector space and a number of elementary 
properties~are derived. Most of the ideas and results in this section 
are due to Ikeda [8] (part I). 
Let Cq be a q-dimensional complex vector space with Hermitian 
inner product. If z = (z 1,z2 , •.• ,zq) and w = (w1,w2 , .•. ,wq) are elements 
of Cq then the.inner product is 
( 2. 1 ) ( z ,w) + ••• + z w q q 
The group of linear transformations of Cq which leave this inner product 
invariant (the unitary transformations) is denoted by U(q). U(q) is a 
compact and connected Lie group. 
Let n2q be the unit sphere in Cq. The group U(q) is a transitive 
transformation group of n2q. 
Definition. A function~ on n2q belongs to the class hom(m,n) if it is 
the restriction to n2q of a polynomial 
which is homogeneous of degree min its q complex variables zk and 
homogeneous of degree n in its q complex variables zk. 
In this definition, by the restriction of F to n2q is meant that 
(2.2) 
if~€ n2q and~ is the complex conjugate of~. 
The variables z and z of the polynomial F(z,z) may be formally 
considered as independent complex variables. But, since F(z,z) is a 
polynomial, it is completely determined by its values in the case that 
z and z are complex conjugates. The mapping F +~given by (2.2) is 
5 
injective, for F can be expressed as 
(2,3) F(z,z) = lzlm+n ~(-z-) I z I 
if the vectors z and z are complex conjugates. 
If~€ hom(m,n) and if it is the restriction of the polynomial F 
then it is also the restriction of the polynomial 
Hence, there is the inclusion 
(2.4) hom(m,n) c hom(m+1,n+1). 
A natural representation of the group U(q) in hom(m,n) is given 
by 
(2.5) 
If~ is the restriction of the polynomial F then T~ is the restriction 
of the polynomial 
(2.6) ( - -1 --1-) TF z,z) - F(T z,T z , 
where Tis the complex conjugate of T. Hence, the function T~ also 
belongs to hom(m,n). The class hom(m,n) is invariant under unitary 
transformations. 
For the particular unitary representation T = e-i~ I we have 
(2.7) 
This follows from (2.6) and the homogeneity of the polynomial F. 
In order to obtain the dimension of hom(m,n) we note that a base 
for hom(m,n) is given by the restrictions to n2q of the polynomials 
6 
1 J1 _j2. 
z q z z2 q 1 
where ik and Jk are non-negative integers such that 
+ ••• + i = m and q 
Hence, for the dimension M(q;m,n) we have 
M(q;m,n) = M(q;m) M(q;n) 
where M(q;l) is given by the partition formula 
2 )q ( 1+x+x +... = 
This can be rewritten as 
00 
00 
I M(q;l) 
l=O 
1 
---= 
( 1-x) q 
I M(q;l) x1 
l=O 
It follows that 
1 
X • 
(lxl<1). 
+ ••• + 
(2.8) M(q;m,n) _ dim(hom(m,n)) = (m+q-1) (n+q-1) q-1 q-1 
( [8 J , p . 22) and 
(2.9) 
00 
= I M(q;m,n) xm yn 
m,n=O 
(lxl<1, IYl<1). 
Definition. A solid harmonic of type (m,n) is a polynomial 
which is homogeneous of degree min its q complex variables z 1,z2 , ••. ,zq 
and homogeneous of degree n in its q complex variables z 1,z2 , •.. ,zq 
and which satisfies 
7 
(2.10) ( a2 
02 ) H(z,z) o. + ... + = 
az,az, oz az q q 
(The differentiation can be performed in a formal way. ) 
Definition. The class harm(m,n) consists of all functions on n2q which 
are the restrictions to n2q of solid harmonics of type (m,n). These 
functions are called surface harmonics of type (m,n). 
It is evident from these definitions that 
(2.11) harm(m,n) c hom(m,n), 
harm(m,O) = hom(m,O) and harm(O,n) = hom(O,n). 
The differential operator in formula (2.10) is invariant under 
unitary transformations. Hence, a natural representation of U(q) in 
harm(m,n) is given by formula (2,5). 
For a non-trivial example of a solid harmonic of type (m,n) con-
sider the polynomial 
If 
then H satisfies formula (2.10). 
Let us write z € Cq as 
... , X +iy ) , q q 
Thus, Cq may be considered as a 2q-dimensional real vector space with 
coordinates x 1,y1,x2 ,y2 , ... ,xq,Yq• If z = x + iy and z' = x' + iy' 
belong to Cq then the expression 
Re[(z,z')J = I 
k=1 
(x x'+y y') k k k 
8 
defines a real inner product on R2q. 
Unitary transformations of Cq leave this inner product invariant and 
act as orthogonal transformations of R2q. 
Let the function 
be a solid harmonic of type (m,n). It is clearly homogeneous of degree 
m+n in its 2q variables x 1 ,y1,x2 ,y2 , ••• ,xq,yq and, since 
r 
k=1 
it is also a harmonic function. Hence, the restriction of H to n2q is 
a (complex-valued) spherical harmonic of degree m+n in the classical 
sense. 
The rotation-invariant surface element on the sphere n2q will be 
denoted by dw2q. For the total surf~ce w2q = f Q dw2q it is well-known 
that 2q 
(2.13) 27Tq = -,---( q - 1) ~. 
If~ and~ are square-integrable functions on Q2q then their 
(hermitian) inner product is defined as 
(2.14) 
It follows that for T € U(q) 
(2.15) (T~,T~) = (~,~). 
Proposition 2.1. Let s1 € harm(m1,n 1) and s2 € harm(m2 ,n2 ) and suppose 
that (m1 ,n1) ~ (m2 ,n2 ). Then 
9 
Proof. If m1 + n1 :fa m2 + n2 then we use the orthogonality property for 
classical spherical harmonics of different degrees (cf. Muller [13], 
lemma 2). 
4 -1¢ If m1 + n 1 = m2 + n2 then m1 - n 1 r m2 - n2 . For T = e I we 
conclude from (2.15) and (2.7) that 
for all¢. Hence, (s 1 ,s2 ) = 0. 
This proposition was proved in [9], p. 99, by using an explicit 
base for harm(m,n). 
q q-k Let ek be the k-th unit vector in C . The subspace C is defined 
as the orthoplement of e 1 ,e2 , ... ,ek and the subsphere n2q-2k is 
q-k defined as the intersection of n2q and C • Let the subgroup U(q-k) 
consist of all T € U(q) which leave. the vectors e 1 ,e2 , .•. ,ek fixed. 
The group U(q-k) is a transitive transformation group of n2q-2k and 
leaves the rotation invariant measure dw2q-2k on n2q-2k invariant. 
Except for a set of lower dimension the elements~€ n2q can be 
represented in a regular way as 
(2.16) ~ cos e ei¢ e 1 +sine~' 
with~' € n2q_2 , 0 < e < n/2 and¢ ER mod.2TI, In terms of these co-
ordinates the line element on n2q is 
(2. 17) 2 2 2 2 . 2 2 (d~) = (de) + (cos e) (d¢) +(sine) (d~') 
and the surface element is 
Definition. For fixed a> -1 and S > -1 Jacobi polynomials P(a,S) are 
n 
polynomials of degree n such that 
10 
(2.19) J+1 P~a,S)(x) Pia,S)(x) (1-x) 0 (1+x) 8 dx = 0 
-1 
and 
(2.20) 
We will often write 
(2.21) 
Finally, the notation 
m An= min(m,n) and m v n = max(m,n) 
will be used. 
fork I 1 
11 
3, Zonal surface harmonics and the addition formula 
Firstly, zonal functions and their translates will be introduced. 
Definition. Let~ be a continuous function on n24 . ~ is called a zonal 
function if 
~(Ts)= ~(s) 
A zonal function ~ only depends on the inner product Ct ,e 1 ) • For, 
using the coordinates defined by (2.16), we have 
icp 
= ~(cos e e e, +sines')= 
icp 
= ~(cos e e e 1 +sine e2). 
Here, a suitable transformation T € U(q-1) maps s' on e2 • It is clear 
that there is a function f(z), continuous on the closed unit disk in 
the complex plane, such that 
icp 
= f(cos e e ) = f((s,e,)). 
Definition. Let~ be a zonal function and let 
Then, for n € n24 , the translate ~(s,n) of ~(s) is defined by 
~(s,n) - f((s,n)). 
It is obvious from this definition that 
( 3. 1 ) ~(Ts,Tn) = ~(s,n) for T € U(q) 
and that 
12 
(3.2) 
Conversely, if ~(s,n) is a continuous function on n2q x n2q 
which satisfies (3.1) then the function ~(s) defined by (3.2) is a 
zonal function which has ~(s,n) as translate. 
Lemma 3.1. (First stage of the addition theorem). Let V be a complex 
linear space of continuous functions on n2q which is invariant under U(q) and 
has finite dimension N > O. Then there is a unique non-zero zonal 
function~ in V such that for every orthonormal base {s 1,s2, ... ,sN} 
of V 
(3.3) 
N 
~(s,n) = I sk(s) sk(n) 
k=1 
Furthermore, the identity 
(3.4) is valid. 
Proof. Let the function ~(s,n) be defined by (3.3); it is independent 
of the choice of the orthonormal base. The unitary transformation T- 1 
maps the orthonormal base {s 1, ... ,SN} onto the orthonormal base 
-1 -1 · {T s1, ... ,T. SN}, hence identity (3.1) holds for ~(s,n) and the 
function 
is zonal. It is apparent from (3.3) that this function ~(s) is in V. 
For the proof of (3.4) note that 
N 
I 
k=1 
By (3,4) the function ~(s) is a non-zero function. 
13 
Let V and <I> be as in lemma 3.1. From (3,3) we derive 
In j<I>(tJ ,2 
N N 
Sl(e1) J sk(~) dw2q = I I Sk(e1) Sl(~) dw 2q = k=1 1=1 Q2q :2q 
N 
= I sk ( e 1 ) sk ( e 1 ) = <I>(e1,e1) = <I>(e1). 
k=1 
By combining this result with formula (3.4) it follows that 
( 3. 5) -. 1_ f l<I>(~) 12 dw (~) = J.. 
w2 n <I>(e 1) 2q N q ~'2q 
Lemma 3.2. Let <I> be a zonal function belonging to hom(m,n). Let 
~ E n2q be expressed as in formula (2.16). Then there exists a polynomial 
p of degree~ m An such that 
( 3. 6) <I>(~)= ei(m-n)¢ (cos e)lm-nl p(cos 28). 
Proof. Application of formula (2.7) gives 
<I> ( i;) = <I> ( cos e e i¢ e1 + sin e ~' ) = 
= e 
i(m-n)¢ <I> ( cos e e1 + sin e e -i¢ ~ ' ) . 
For every real 1/J there exists a transformation.TE U(q-1) which maps 
-1¢ iiJ; 
e ~'one e2 . It follows that 
<I>(i;) = e 1 (m-n)¢ <I>(cos 8 e 1 + sin 
for all 1/J, hence 
14 
Let~ be the restriction of the polynomial F(z,z) as given by formula 
(2. 3), then 
iiJ., 
= F(cos e, sine e , O, ... , O, cos e, sine e-il/J, O, ... , 0) = 
~ ¥ ( e)m+n-k-1 ( . e)k+l i(k-1)1/J 
= l l ak,l cos sin e • 
k=O l=O 
By using this expansion we obtain 
= ei(m-n)$ -1- J2n ~(cos e e 1 +sine eil/J e2 ) diJ., = 2n 0 
i(m-n)$ mAn e)m+n-2k (sin e) 2k = e I ak,k(cos = 
k=O 
i(m-n)$ 9 ) lm-n I mAn ( e)2(mAn-k) (sin e) 2k = e (cos I ak,k cos 
k=O 
This proves the lemma. 
= 
Theorem 3.3. The function~ on n2q is a zonal function in harm(m,n) if 
and only if 
( 3. 7) i(m-n)$ )lm-nl p(q-2,lm-nl) ) = canst. e (cos e (cos 20 • 
mAn 
Proof. Let us write k = m-n and 1 = mAn. We suppose that k is a fixed 
integer and that 1 takes all values 0,1,2, •••• Let ~l be a zonal 
function in harm(m,n). Then, by lemma 3,2, 
(3.8) 
where p1 
and cpl 
2 
15 
is a polynomial of degree.:. 1. For 1 1 # 12 the functions cpl 
are orthogonal (prop. 2.1). By substituting (3,7) and 1 
(2.18) we conclude from 
that 
JTI0/2 ---- I I p1 (cos 28) p1 (cos 28) (sin 0) 2q-3 (cos 0) 2 k +i d8 = o 
1 2 
By putting x = cos 28 it follows that 
( 3,9) f+1 p1 (x) p1 (x) ( 1-x)q-2 ( 1+x) lkl dx = O 
-1 1 2 
Formula (2.12) gives an example of a non-zero function in harm(m,n). 
Hence, by lemma 3.1, there are non-zero zonal functions in harm(m,n) 
and, by formula (3.8) there exists a non-zero polynomial p1 of degree 
.:_ 1 for every integer 1 ,:_ O. These polynomials p1 are determined by 
(3,9) up to a constant factor. Formula (2,9) shows that 
P (X) = const P1(q-2 , lkl )(x). l . 
This result, combined with (3.8), proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3,3 is implicitly contained in reference [9], The decom-
position (3.10) below was first proved by Ikeda and Seto [10]. 
Theorem 3,4. There is an orthogonal decomposition of the space hom(m,n) 
given by 
(3.10) 
16 
mAn al 
hom(m,n) = l harm(m-k,n-k). 
k=O 
The subspaces in this decomposition are invariant and irreducible under 
the group U( q). 
Proof. The formulas (2.11) and (2.4) show that harm(m-k,n-k) is con-
tained in hom(m,n) and prop. 2.1 gives the orthogonality of the spaces 
harm(m-k,n-k). In order to prove the completeness of the decomposition 
we consider the orthoplement V of 
mAn al l harm(m-k,n-k) 
k=O 
in hom(m,n). 
The space Vis invariant under U(q). 
It will be shown that V has dimension zero by proving that every zonal 
function in Vis zero (cf. lemma 3,1). Let 
~(~) = ei(m-n)$ (cos e)lm-nl p(cos 26) 
a zonal function in V. The polynomial p has degree< mAn, ~ is orthogonal 
to the zonal functions in harm(m-k,n-k). Hence, by theorem 3,3 and 
formula ( 2. 18) , 
I+1 p(x) p(q-2, lm-nl \x) ( 1-x)q-2 ( 1+x) lm-nJ dx = 0 
-1 k 
fork= 0,1, •.• ,mAn, This proves that p(x) = 0, 
Finally, the irreducibility of the decomposition (3.10) will be 
proved. Suppose, on the contrary, that Vis a non-trivial invariant 
subspace of harm(m,n)~ Then, the orthoplement W of Vin harm(m,n) is 
also invariant under U(q). By lemma 3,1, both disjoint subspaces V and 
W contain non-zero zonal functions~ and f, respectively. By theorem 3,3, 
these functions ~ and Ii' are equal up to a constant factor. This is a 
contradiction. 
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Corollary 3,5. Let N(q;m,n) be the dimension of harm(m,n) and let 
M(q;m,n) be the dimension of hom(m,n). Then 
(3.11) N(q;m,n) = M(q;m,n) - M(q;m-1,n-1) for m,n 'f' O, 
N(q;m,O) = M(q;m,O) and 
N(q;O,n) = M(q;O,n). 
Theorem 3,6. Let N(q;m,n) be the dimension of harm(m,n). Then 
(3.12) N(q;m,n) = (m+n+g-1) (m+q-2)! (n+g-2)! 
m! n! (q-1)! (q-2)! 
and 
(3.13) 1 - xy = 
(1-x)q (1-y)q I m,n=O 
Proof, Formula (3.12) is obtained from (3.11) and (2.8). It follows 
from (3.11) that 
00 
I 
m,n=O 
) m n N(q;m,n x y = ( 1-xy) I ( m n M q;m,:n) X y • 
m,n=O 
By combining this result with (2,9), formula (3.13) is proved. 
Formula (3.12) can also be proved from formula (3,5) by using 
theorem 3,3, Ikeda [8] obtained formula (3.10) by algebraic considerations 
and then proved the irreducibility of harm(m,n) (our theorem 3,4) by 
applying Weyl's dimension formula for irreducible representations of 
SU( q). 
We will need the identity 
m n 
(3.14) N(q;m,n) = l l N(q-1 ;k,1). 
k=O l=O 
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For the proof observe that 
00 
1 l N(q;m,n) xm yn = ---~1-1-----xy'"'-'-.--1 . -,---,-...--..,.. = ( 1-x) ( 1-y) m,n=O (1-x)q- (1-y)q-
00 00 
( \ ( ) xr ys) = l N q-1 ;r,s I 
r,s=O i,j=O 
00 m n 
= l l L N(q-1;k,1)) xm yn. 
m,n=O k=O l=O 
The definition below is motivated by theorem 3,3. 
Definition. For fixed a> -1 functions R(a)(1) on the unit disk D of 
m,n 
the complex plane are defined by 
(3.15) 
(m and n integers,:_ 0). 
For the argument of R(a) we will write 
m,p 
• 1</> 
z = x + iy =re . 
i(m-n)c/> 
e 
. . t th f t. R( a) 1 . f It is easily seen tha e unc ions are po ynomials o degree 
m,n 
m+n in x and y, orthogonal on D with respect to the measure. 
( 2 2)a ( 2)a (3.16) 1-x -y dx dy = 1-r r dr dcj>. 
. . (a) There are N+1 different polynomials R of degree N. Hence, the ( ) m,n 
polynomials Ra form a complete system of orthogonal polynomials in D 
m,n 
with respect to the measure in (3.16). We collect the four properties 
. h . t f t" R(a) . h f 1 . . . whic characterize he unc ions int e o lowing proposition. 
m,n 
Proposition 3,7. The functions R(a) are characterized in a unique way 
m,n 
by the following properties. 
(i) R(a)(x+iy) is a polynomial of degree m+n in x and y. 
m,n 
(ii) For every polynomial p(x,y) of degree< m+n 
I I 
D 
(iii) R(a)(ei<J> z) 
m,n 
(iv) 
f . (a) . . . For the case a= q-2 the unctions R coincide with the zonal 
m,n 
functions in harm(m,n) (cf. theorem 3,3). In Erdelyi ([5], §12.5, §12.6) 
a biorthogonal system of polynomials in two variables is given with 
respect to the measure (3.16). Ze<rnike and Brinkman [16] have noticed 
the polynomials (3.15) in the case a= O. 
Finally, we will reformulate lemma 3,1 in the case that 
V = harm(m,n). 
Thus, the second stage of the addition theorem is obtained. It is 
the analogue of theorem 4, p. 242 in Erdelyi [5]. 
Theorem 3,8. Let s1,s2 , .•. ,SN(q;m,n) be an arbitrary orthonormal base 
of harm(m,n). Then 
(3. 17) 
In our next report [12] theorem 3.8 will be specified by con-
structing a certain canonical orthonormal base for harm(m,n). This will 
be the third stage of the addition formula. 
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4. The Laplace type integral representation and the product formula 
for zonal surface harmonics. 
The proofs of the two formulas mentioned in the title of this 
section have a technical detail in common which will be isolated in 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let for every n' € n the function <P(e,~,(~' ,n')) belong 2q_-2 
to harm(m,n) if considered as a function of~= cos e ei~ e 1 +sine~'. 
Then 
(4.1) w 1 
2q_-2 
Furthermore, 
( 4.2) 
and 
<P(e,~,(~' ,n')) dw2q__2 (n') 
<P(e,~,(~' ,n')) dw2q__2(n') = 
= 
-
1 f2n ·,,, 
<P(e,~,e1 "') dl/! 2n 0 · 
Proof. Let 
S( ~) - <P(e,~,(~' ,n' )) dw2q__2(n' ). 
Then S € harm(m,n). For T € U(q_-1) we have 
(T~' ,Tn') = (~' ,n') 
for q_ = 3,4,5, ... 
for q_ = 2. 
hence S(T~) = S(~) for T € U (q_-1). Thus, formula (4.1) holds because 
Sis a zonal function in harm(m,n) (cf. theorem 3.3 and formula (3.15)). 
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For the proof of (4.2) note that 
By the substitutions 
-J.tjJ ✓~ 
n' =re e2 + 1-r n" ( O<r< 1 , tjJe:R mod. 21r, n "e:'22q_4 ) 
and 
(cf. formulas (2.16) and (2.18)) formula (4.2) follows for q > 2. In 
the case q = 2 we use 
-itjJ 
n' = e e2 and 
In the following only the formulas for q > 2 will be given. The 
easier analogues in the case q = 2 are left to the reader. 
Theorem 4.2. For q = 3,4, ... there is the integral representation 
(4.3) 
o (cos e e ... icp+i sine (~',n'))n dw2q_2(n') = 
22 
Proof. Let in (2.12) 
a = ( a 1 , ... , a q) = e 1 + i n ' and 
where n' € S1 2q-2 
Then a 1b 1 + ... + aqbq = O. 
The restriction of the polynomial Hin (2.12) to n2q is 
4>(8,<P,(~' ,n' )) i<P - (cos 8 e + i sin 8 (~' ,n'))m o 
-i<P 
0 ( cos 8 e + i sin 8 ( ~' , n') )n. 
For fixed n' this function belongs to harm(m,n). Application of lemma 4.1 
gives formula 4.3, where the multiplicative constant is determined by 
by putting 8 = O and <P = O. 
Theorem 4.2 suggests that a similar Laplace type formula holds in 
the case of non-integer q. In fact, it can be proved by application of 
the binomial formula that 
(4.4) = ~ ·J 1 J21T 
1T O 0 
for real a> 0. In the special case that m = n formula (4.4) can be 
written as 
( 4. 5) R(a,O)(cos 28) = 
n 
= 2a J1 JlT ((cos 0) 2 - (sin 0)2 r 2 + i sin 28 r cos lji)n ° 
1r O O · 
( 2 a-1 0 r 1-r ) dlji dr, a> 0. 
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For spherical functions$ on a homogeneous space G/K there is the 
well-known product formula (see Helgason [7], p, 399) 
(4.6) $(x) $(y) = JK $(xky) dk, 
where x,y € G and dk is the invariant measure on K, We will prove and 
reformulate this product formula for the functions R(q-2 ) in the case 
m,n 
of the homogeneous space U(q)/U(q-1 ). 
Lemma 4,3, Let T1 and T2 € U(q) and put 
icjl 1 
: COS e1 e e 1 + Sin 81 ~I 
(4.7) 
and 
Let dµ the invariant measure on U(q-1) with total measure 1. Then 
(4.8) I R(a)((T2TT 1e 1,e 1)) dµ(T) = U(q-1) m,n 
= -- I R(a)(cos 
w2 2 Q m,n q- 2q-2 
Proof. Substitution of (4,7) gives 
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Hence, the left hand side of (4.8) is equal to 
f () i(cj>1+<1>2) Ra (cos 01 cos 02 e + sin 61 sin 02 (~' ,T- 1~1 ) dµ(T). U(q-1) m,n 
For a function~ on n2q_2 we have by the invariance of dµ that 
f ~(T- 1~') dµ(T) = J ~(T-1n 1 ) dµ(T) 
U(q-1) U(q-1) 
(~' and n' € n2q_2 ). Therefore, 
f ~(T- 1~1 ) dµ(T) = 
U(q-1) 
JT€U(q-1) f 
( -1 dµ(T) = ~ T n') dw2q_2(n') = w J n '€Q 2q-2 2q-2 
= J T€U(q-1) f n' €Q ~(n') dw2q_2(n') dµ(T) = w 2q-2 2q-2 
= 
1 J ~ ( n' ). dw ( n' ) . 
w2q_2 Q 2q-2 
. 2q-2 
Here, the second equality follows from the invariance of the measure 
dw2q_2 • By specifying the function~ formula (4.8) is proved. 
Theorem 4.4. For q = 3,4, ... there are the product formulas 
f (q-2) )) ) = R ((T2TT 1e 1,e 1 dµ(T U(q-1) m,n 
(T 1,T2€U(q), dµ invariant measure on U(q-1)) 
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and 
(4.10) ( ) H, ( 2) i<l>2 R q-2 (cos 01 e ) R q- (cos 8 e ) = m,n m,n 2 
= -w--· f R(q-2 )(cos 0 1 cos 02 2q-2 fit m,n 
2q-2 
2 f1 J2TI ( 2) i¢1 i¢2 •~ 
= 3.::£ R q- (cos 8 e cos 02 e + sin 0 1 sin 02 r e1 ) TI O O m,n 1 
2)q-3 
r(1-r d~ dr. 
Proof. Let sand n e: n2q and let us write 
s 0, 
i¢1 
+ e, s' = cos e e1 sin 
and 
-i¢ 
82 
2 + sin 8 n' n = cos e e1 2 
By theorem 3,3, by formula (3.15) and by the invariance of harm(m,n) 
the function R(q-2 )((i;,n)) belongs to harm(m,n) as a function of E,;. 
m,n 
Hence, for fixed 02 and ¢2 , the functfon 
<l.i(0 1 ,¢ 1 ,(s' ,n')) = 
(q-2) i(¢,+¢2) 
- Rm,n (cos 01 cos 02 e + sin 01 sin 02 (t,;' ,n')) 
belongs to harm(m,n) as a function of E,;. 
Application of lemma 4.1 shows that there is a "constant 11 factor c(82 ,¢2 ) 
such that the expression 
26 
is equal to 
the second and third expression in (4.10). By putting 61 = 0 and•,= 0 
we obtain that 
Finally, formula (4.9) follows from formula (4.10) and lemma 4.3. 
The methods of proof in the theorems 4.2 and 4.4 should be compared 
with the methods used by Braaksma and Meulenbeld [1] and Dijksma and 
Koornwinder [4], respectively. 
The analogues of (4.4) and (4,5) for the product formula are 
(4.11) ( ) i., ( ) i•2 Ra (cos 6 e ) Ra (cos 6 e ) = 
m,n 1 m,n 2 
-- .<:, J·1 J27T ( ) i., i•2 Ra (cos 61 e cos 62 e + sin 01 sin 6 r ei$) 0 
1T O O m,n 2 
( 2)a-1 o r 1-r · d$ dr 
(real a> 0) 
and 
2a J 1 Jn ( a O) 2 2 . 2 . 2 2 
= ;- 0 0 Rn ' (2(cos 61) (cos 62 ) + 2(sin 61) (sin 02 ) r + 
) ( 2 )a-1 + sin 26 1 sin 262 r cos$ - 1 r 1-r d$ dr 
(real a > 0). 
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Formula (4.12) is derived from (4.11) in the case m = n, Formula (4.11) 
will be proved in our next report [12] by integration of the addition 
formula for general a. Another method of proof proceeds by analytic 
continuation. Formula (4.11) holds for a= 1,2, ••• (theorem 4.4) and 
therefore, by application of a theorem of Carlson (cf. Titchmarsh [14], 
p. 186), it holds for complex a with positive real part. See reference 
[4] for a similar application of Carlson's theorem. Finally, formula 
(4.11) can be obtained from (4.4) by using an identity for Jacobi 
polynomials due to Bateman. This elementary proof will be published in 
another place (cf. the remarks at the end of section 1). 
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